


The Signal House Group offers an 
unrivalled service in railway         
signalling engineering. 
 
Group capability encompasses 
the ability to provide a complete 
signal structure replacement   
service, from initial geotechnical 
surveying right through to      
complete installation and LED 
signal head supply. This complete 
service is offered through a single 
point of contact and is    delivered 
from in house resources. 
 
The Group is comprised of three   
individual organisations all            
specialising in a different sector 
of railway signalling engineering.  
 
Collis Engineering Ltd: 
Collis Engineering Ltd is the     
specialist mechanical and      
structural engineering arm of the 
Signal House Group and is the 
industry leader in the design and 
manufacture of railway signalling 
structures, location platforms and 
signalling point fittings.  
 
Lightweight  and traditional signal 
posts, cantilevers and gantries 
can be supplied both for          
electrified and non-electrified             
in frastructure.  S igna l l ing        
structures conform to the latest 
relevant standards from Network 
Rail, HSE, HMRI and BSI and are 
finished in   accordance with the 
relevant   galvanising specification 
for the    prevailing environment. 
Designs for both sub and                
superstructure are completed           
in-house by our experienced  

team of designers and     
draughtsmen. This includes all 
relevant calculations, preparation 
of Forms 001, 002 and 003, and 
drawings for approval and    
manufacture. 
 
Signal House Ltd: 
Signal House Ltd is the specialist 
electrical engineering company of 
the Signal House Group, with a     
primary focus in the design and    
development of LED railway    
signals and signalling equipment. 
Significant resources have been 
invested in the development of 
the range of LED signals available 
from Signal House Ltd. LED signals 
offer significant benefits to the 
end user through increased     
reliability, long life and low   
maintenance.  
 
The Signal House Ltd main line 
LED colour light signal was       
designed and developed to look 
and act like a conventional       
filament lit colour light. The     
signal’s internal optical feedback 
system allows for a ‘first filament 
failure’ mimic to be triggered 
when  necessary, meaning that 
the signal is ideal to use as a    
direct   maintenance free          
replacement for conventional 
signals.  
 
The LED illuminator has been        
designed as a replacement for the 
quartz halogen light source used 
in fibre-optic indicators. By    
combining the long life properties 
of LED light sources and the   
flexibility offered by fibre-optic 
light guides, a range of new route   
indicator signals and retro-fit 

LED banner signals have been   
produced which offer significant 
benefits to the railway. 
 
Collis Civil Engineering: 
Collis Civil Engineering forms the 
main focal point for Group site     
activities and brings together the 
p r o d u c t s  d e s i g n e d  a n d            
manufactured by Collis Engineering 
and Signal House by offering a 
complete civil engineering and  
installation service for both sub 
and superstructure. Through Collis 
Civil Engineering, the Signal House 
Group has the ability to deliver a 
comprehensive signal structure 
and signal replacement  package.  
 
A dedicated team experienced in    
project management ensures that 
the same level of professionalism is      
offered to small and large projects 
alike.   
 
A growing area of expertise for 
Collis Civil Engineering is structure 
refurbishment. Existing structures 
that were designed and installed 
many years ago may now           
contravene current health and 
safety guidelines. A specialist team 
within Collis Civil Engineering carry 
out refurbishment of these     
structures to bring them in line 
with new standards, extending the 
life of the asset and offering a  
commercially attractive solution 
for the maintainer.  
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COLLIS ENGINEERING LTD 

SALCOMBE ROAD, MEADOW LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. 
ALFRETON, DERBYSHIRE, DE55 7RG 

TEL: 01773 833255              FAX: 01773 520693 
 
 

Collis Engineering Ltd was founded in 1970, and specialises in mechanical and structural applications for railway 
signalling and other projects. 
 
Our in-house design department offers a specialist service in the design and drawing of signalling                   
superstructures and the production of superstructure calculations. Standard Network Rail documentation 
(Forms 001, 002 and 003) are always completed to accompany any superstructure design and fabrication work. 
 
Our Technical Sales staff have vast experience of the railway signalling industry in the UK. Their specialist 
knowledge means that even the most complex of problems can be overcome or most obscure of products can 
be identified and replicated.  
 
The dedicated and skilled team of engineers offer a variety of services, including: 
 

 The design and fabrication of railway signalling support structures 
 Hinged Lightweight Signal Posts 
 Signal Posts 
 Cantilevers 
 Gantries 

 Mechanical Signalling 
 Embankment Platforms 
 Points Fittings  
 Bespoke Engineering Projects 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                           Nottingham Cantilever                                                                                                       Droitwich Mechanical Signal 

 

Our highly skilled personnel will work closely with the client on all aspects of projects. This close   
relationship ensures that projects are delivered on-time, first time and with maximum efficiency. 
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Hinged Lightweight Signal Post  

 

 
The Collis Engineering Ltd Hinged Lightweight Signal Post is an innovative solution designed to 

remove complexity and expense from the design, manufacture and installation of signal posts. 

Additional benefits include the ability to accept any signal head, removes the requirement for   

on-track plant and the Health and Safety advantage of not working at height.  

 

Network Rail has approved two versions of the Hinged Lightweight Signal Post; 

the standard version and a heavyweight alternative to enable a greater number 

of signalling arrays to be accommodated.  

 

The Collis Engineering Ltd Hinged Lightweight Signal Post is offered as both a 

straight post or an offset post to account for possible viewing obstructions.  

 

· Straight Post – to replicate a 912mm signal post 

 

· Offset Post  – to replicate dimensions up to and including a standard                

        1500mm signal post platform. 

 

The operation of the structure utilises an integrated spring mechanism; this    

controls the  raising and lowering process ensuring minimal effort is required 

from the users.  

 

The post design is protected under a Registration of Design, No. 4024724, 

awarded by the United Kingdom Intellectual Property Office. 
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Signal Post 

 
 
Collis signal posts are based on three main sizes of platform; 912mm, 1262mm 

and 1500mm. Other platform sizes may be used 

when  circumstances dictate. 

 

Superstructure design calculations and drawings 

along with Forms 001, 002, 003 documentation 

are available as part of our design package. 

 

The standard post is supplied complete with a 

ladder top safety gate, an adjustable ladder    

bottom bracket which allows a +/- 75mm vertical        

adjustment, a signal ID plate and its associated 

bracketing. All structures conform to the latest 

NR, HSE and HMRI standards. Foundation bolts 

are available as an option. 

 

Collis Engineering Ltd also offer an ‘ergonomic’ 

signal post where the signal head is placed on a stool mounted to the platform 

enabling the maintainer to work from an ergonomically friendly position. 
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Cantilevers 

Cantilever signal structures are used when there is insufficient space in 

the ’10 ft’ or either cess to allow a signal post to be used; or when land 

take issues preclude the use of a double legged gantry. 

 

The Collis Engineering Ltd standard cantilever is based on a single leg 

design. Each cantilever is supplied complete with a ladder top safety 

gate, an adjustable ladder bottom bracket allowing +/- 75mm  vertical 

adjustment, a signal ID plate and its associated bracketry. 

 

Structures conform to the latest Network 

Rail, HSE and HMRI standards. Cantilevers 

are supplied in a hot-dip galvanised finish 

with all  surfaces above and including the 

boom painted black in accordance with 

Network Rail specifications. All             

cantilevers are pre-install tested at Collis            

Engineering Ltd to ensure compatibility 

of parts. Foundation bolts can be         

supplied as an option. Cantilevers for use 

on electrified lines are supplied with dropper cages (painted black).  
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The Collis Engineering Ltd standard gantry utilises a twin column leg design 

supporting a double beam bridge section. It is supplied with a ladder at one 

end only, complete with a ladder top safety gate, an adjustable ladder bottom 

bracket giving +/- 75mm of vertical adjustment, signal ID plate and its           

associated bracketing.  

 

Structures conform to the latest Network Rail, HSE and HMRI standards.  

Structures are supplied in a hot-dip galvanised finish with all surfaces above 

and including the boom painted black in accordance with Network Rail      

specifications. Foundation bolts can be supplied as an option. Gantries for use 

on electrified lines are supplied with dropper cages (painted black). 

 

Our design package for gantries includes a specific Form 001/002, a  general            

arrangement drawing, structural calculations to a category 2 check and a  

separate specific Form 003. 

Gantries 

Gantry structures are used to span multiple track widths signalling each     

individual line (where necessary). 
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Embankment  

Platforms 

 
Collis Engineering Ltd is also a supplier 

of trackside platforms  (typically for use 

with locations cabinets and cases). Our 

platforms are manufactured using a 

modular design ensuring that the         

customer obtains the correct solution 

for the situation. 

 

Our standard single module houses a full or half size location cabinet and is 

supplied with handrails fitted to the outside of the platform. Double and 

triple platforms are available for large cabinets or other uses. 

 

All platforms are supplied with a design package comprising Network Rail 

Forms 001, 002, 003 and loading calculations. 

 

Collis have developed an Embankment platform suitable for areas            

susceptible to flooding. The flood prevention platform is a standard     

structure mounted on top of custom height stilt legs, with an enclosed   

cable troughing. This style of platform ensures that the equipment being  

supported is positioned above flood water levels; should flooding occur the 

potential damage is kept to a minimum, resulting in much lower repair 

costs. Flood prevention platforms have recently been installed at          

Westerleigh, Cowley Bridge and Bridgewater.  
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Mechanical 

Signalling 

Collis Engineering Ltd manufactures mechanical upper and lower  

quadrant semaphore signals for the UK market. These signals operate 

in the same manner as they have for decades, but are now updated to 

take account of modern health and safety standards. Each individual 

signal arm is supplied with a maintenance platform. 

 
The Collis standard upper quadrant semaphore signal is supplied    

complete with a ladder top safety gate, an adjustable bottom bracket 

allowing +/- 75mm vertical adjustment, a signal ID plate, diamond sign, 

1no BRS-SM21/2 medium weight and a standard sized signal arm. The 

structure conforms to the latest  Network Rail, HSE and HMRI          

standards. Foundation bolts are available as an option. 

 

Typically, all mechanical signals are supplied hot-dip galvanised only 

with no additional paint finish, this can be supplied if required. 
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Points Operating 

Equipment 

Collis Engineering have developed a       

trackside maintenance tent which can be 

erected in 10  seconds. 

Designed for use trackside, our Inflatable      

Maintenance Tent is durable yet light enough 

to be carried to site by two people.       

Manufactured from PVC coated nylon, the shelter is ideal for trackside               

maintenance, signalling installation and any use where staff and         

equipment need protection from environment. 

The tent has already been put to use where our teams have been          

performing the refurbishment of location cabinets. 

 The tent is inflated using an air blower. To deflate simply open the panels 

located in the back of the tent.  

Inflatable 

Maintenance Tent 

Collis Engineering Ltd is a major manufacturer and supplier of Point’s       

fittings and infrastructure components to the UK railway market.  

Our full list of components is too extensive to list here, however, can be 

viewed on request. 
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SIGNAL HOUSE LTD 
SIGNAL HOUSE 

CHERRYCOURT WAY, STANBRIDGE ROAD 
LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDFORDSHIRE, LU7 4UH 
TEL: 01525 377477               FAX: 01525 850999 

 
 

 
Signal House Ltd has a long and proud history in railway signalling dating back to 1885. Our products 

now are based around the same themes as back 

then, conveying information to train drivers. 

 

Signal House Ltd is now a specialist in the supply 

of railway signals to the UK and overseas      

markets. Our products feature LED technology,  

offering significant whole-life maintenance cost 

savings for railway authorities. 

 

Our dedicated and experienced Technical      

Department takes great pride in delivering the 

right solution when ‘off the shelf’ standard products are not suitable.   

 
 
The range of products available through Signal House includes but is not restricted to: 

 
 LED Colour Light Signals 
 LED Miniature (Stencil) Route Indicators  
 LED Banner Repeater Signal 
 LED Miniature Banner Signal 
 LED Banner Retrofit Kits 
 Colour Light Signals 
 Terminal Blocks 
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LED Colour 

Light Signal 

Signal House Ltd is approved by Network Rail for its range of LED Colour Light 

Signals.  

 

The SHL range of LED colour light signals is          

designed for use with multi-aspect signalling      

systems and is available in the full range of case 

sizes to accommodate 1, 2, 3 or 4 individual       

aspects.  

 

Purchase of LED Colour Lights for the Network 

Rail controlled infrastructure is via the Network 

Rail issued framework agreement for the supply 

of LED signal head materials (SYN02). 

 

LED Colour Light Benefits; 

The use of LED technology creates massive whole life cost benefit through high 

reliability and improved asset life.  

 

The signal head is comprised of independently replaceable 

aspects, meaning that replacement is only required for the 

aspect that has failed.  

 

The Signal head is capable 

of mimicking ‘first filament    

failure’; this occurs when 

the optical output reaches a 

certain level. This gives a warning that the aspect 

requires replacement within a 3-6 month period. 

This means aspects are only replaced as and 

when required rather than on a predetermined schedule.  
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LED Banner  

Repeater Signal 

Signal House Ltd has approval for the LED Banner  

Repeater Signal. Like the LED main line colour light 

signals, LED Banner Repeater Signals are supplied 

under the terms and conditions of the Network Rail 

Synergy Contract SYN02 for UK use. 

 

The LED Banner Repeater Signal has been issued 

catalogue number 086/001287. 

 

The LED Banner Repeater Signal utilises the          

revolutionary technology of the LED illuminator - an 

LED replacement for standard quartz halogen lamps. 

The LED illuminator gives the maintainer significant 

long life  benefits when compared with standard illumination and is also           

available as a retro fit unit to most existing signals. 
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LED Retro-Fit 

Banner Kit 

The Signal House Retro-Fit LED Banner Kit is the latest product to utilise the 

Signal Houses LED Illuminator. The kit allows the user to convert a traditional, 

pre existing halogen lamp lit banner signal to an LED equivalent. By removing 

the existing light boxes, the illuminator can utilise the fibre optic leads to     

create an LED Banner signal.  

 

Engineers are capable of completing the retro-fit in under 1 hour ensuring 

minimal disruption to network services.  

 

The LED Illuminator provides the low cost, maintenance free advantages       

associated with LED technology, while extending the life span of traditional  

halogen lamp banner signals. 

 Network Rail approved  
  PADS— 0086/001348 
 
 Approval for Signal House 1 OFF 2 

ON  Banner. 
 

 Signal House Kit Part Number 
SHRK-BAN-312 

 
 Kit uses a specially designed 55 

Watt Illuminator to mirror 55  
 Watt Halogen lamp it is replacing. 
 Cat Number—0086/001349 

 The installation process is       
considered a signal  maintenance  

 function. 
 
 A Signed off Network Rail SMTH  

procedure exists —  TI-WSX001 
 
 Additional Banner configurations 

in development.   

       Before Retro-fit     After Retro-fit 
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LED Miniature Banner  

Signal 

Following on from the success of the Signal 

House Ltd LED banner repeater signal and 

the existing demand for fibre-optic miniature     

banner repeater signals; Signal House has  

developed the LED  miniature banner signal.  

 

The LED miniature banner signal combines 

our knowledge of LED lighting and fibre-optic 

technology. The utilisation of the LED         

illuminator creates another signal using a     

standard, stockable, low cost replacement 

part which will be  attractive to maintainers. 

 

The LED miniature banner is available in two 

types - the first with 1 ON 1 OFF for new  

projects and the second being a 2 ON 1 OFF 

for use as a maintenance replacement to 

take account of existing wiring. 
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LED Miniature Alphanumeric 

Route Indicator (MARI)— Stencil 

 

Signal House Ltd has full product    

approval of its LED miniature          

alphanumeric route indicator (MARI) 

- Stencil. 

 

The approval includes OFF indicators, 

CD/RA indicators and other bespoke 

indicators to display customer requirements within the required specification. 

The approval covers both    single sided and double sided indicators. 

 

The Signal House Ltd LED miniature route indicator combines our knowledge 

of fibre-optic light guides with our new LED illuminator lamp unit. The LED    

illuminator has been specifically designed to replace quartz halogen lamps. 

The LED illuminator has an expected minimum life of 5 years and is a standard 

spares product used in all Signal House LED indicator units. 

 

The high reliability and long life of these units makes them an excellent choice 

for all route indicator requirements especially for remote or inaccessible      

locations. 

 

Product approval has also been granted for miniature casing (300mm x 

300mm) indicators, and for combined alphanumeric/miniature banner signals.  
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Terminal Blocks 

Signal House Ltd is a major supplier of various industry standard terminal 

blocks and other associated signalling components. 

 

Our range of terminal blocks is covered by the Planwell Trademark. The 

range includes terminal blocks comprising 5 pin, 10 pin and 12 pin, ceramic 

fuse holders and disconnection links. 

Switch heating equipment ensures that railway points do not freeze in    

periods of cold weather. Signal House Ltd manufactures gas switch heating 

equipment and spares. A range of spares is available but please note that 

due to obsolescence many items are now on extended lead times. We 

would suggest contacting us around spring time to ensure installation prior 

to the winter. 

Switch Heater 

Spares 
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Signal House Ltd works in close collaboration with their sister company      

SH Lighting Ltd, who specialise in hazardous and industrial area LED light 

fittings.  

 

Designing and manufacturing products for 

diverse areas such as petrochemical zone 

1, medical lighting, decorative and         

industrial use.  

 

SH Lighting also have the in-house design 

capability to design custom, bespoke      

fittings to fulfil a customers requirements when an off the shelf solution is 

not available.  

 

SH Lighting uses the design expertise of the Signal House Group to develop 

and manufacture its product range. Offshore products, with BASEEFA      

approval, have been supplied to a number of oil and gas extraction vessels 

operating in extreme locations. Our products have also been supplied     

extensively for use in mining and quarrying in the global market. 

 

SH Lighting has the exclusive rights to distribute Optoga LED light engines 

in the United Kingdom. Optoga light engines are built using highly efficient 

LEDs combined with secondary optics to provide the end customer with a 

product that operates at an optimal level. 

With a range of LED colours available ranging 

between 2650K to 8000K and a colour        

rendering (CRI) output that exceeds 90Ra.  



COLLIS CIVIL ENGINEERING 
SALCOMBE ROAD, MEADOW LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 

ALFRETON, DERBYSHIRE, DE55 7RG 
TEL 01773 833255              FAX 01773 836525 

 
 

Our skilled Civil Engineering workforce is capable of   

managing a project from beginning to end through a 

vast array of in house skills and capabilities. In the 

modern railway environment, where cost                  

effectiveness is essential in running a successful     

project, Collis Civil Engineering can offer a high    

quality service utilising many years of industry   

knowledge with excellent value for money. 

 

 

 A skilled and dedicated team of engineers offer a variety of services: 

  

· Project management, including possession planning and management. 

· Geotechnical surveying. 

· Topographical surveys 

· Piled and Helical pile foundation design, 

· Mass concrete foundation design. 

· Complete foundation system installation.  

· UTX Design and installation 

· Refurbishment of existing structures to updated standards. 

· Specialised teams for all types of structural erection. 

  

Recent projects in the South West and on the Midland 

Main Line have utilised different aspects of Collis Civil                  

Engineering’s capabilities all with great success. The work 

in the South West has consisted of structure                  

refurbishment and life extension for a number of signal 

posts that suffer from an arduous climate. Works on the 

Midland Main Line included the substructure and          

superstructure design and installation for lightweight   

signal posts and location platforms.  
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Site Investigations 

An adequate ground investigation is essential to the timely and cost effective execution of a civil 

engineering project. It is well documented that ground conditions are one of the major reasons 

for contractual claims and disputes and that typically only 2% or less represents the cost of the 

site investigation against the total project cost. 

 

Site investigation is covered by BS5930: 1999 

  

Site investigation is usually carried out in 3 stages: 

 

1. Desk Study 

2. Site Survey 

3. Ground Investigation 

  

 

The results of all the site investigation, desk top study, reconnaissance and laboratory results will 

be bound together in a full report to be passed to the design engineers. With this information an 

appropriate and accurate foundation design can be achieved.. 

Site Survey 

  

Collis Civil Engineering Division prides itself on providing early and up-front assistance to clients 

on railway civil engineering projects. Our qualified civil engineers with many years experience 

in the railway environment. Their experience allows us to offer comprehensive assistance for a 

multitude of types of site surveys for railway. 
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Site Survey (cont.) 

 

The list below gives a brief indication of our capabilities: 

 

 Topographical surveys 

 Overhead Line Electrification (OHLE) surveys 

 Structural surveys and evaluation 

 Site assessments 

 Signal sighting committee assistance 

 

 

 

On Site Ground Investigation. 

All of the information from the desk top study and the site reconnaissance alongside the type 

of project, determines the amount of ground investigation to be carried out. Normally this 

will involve the excavation of boreholes and 

trial pits. The number carried out at the site 

will be planned to enable the sites basic      

geological structure to be determined. 

  

In-situ testing will involve the sinking of a 

number of boreholes around the site. It is    

essential that the investigation is taken to the 

adequate depth; this will depend on the    

project, but will include all strata liable to be affected by the structure. 

 

A cable avoidance tool (CAT) survey is undertaken at the exploratory hole locations, and prior 

to the sinking of the boreholes, inspection pits will be hand dug in order to identify the     

presence of any services that may or may not have been identified at the desk top study 

stage. 

  

The method of investigation will depend upon access, equipment and type of ground, to     

determine this there are two main ground techniques. 
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Trial Pits 

 

These are normally hand excavated to depths of up 

to 1.2 metres. These provide detailed information 

and allow for careful examination of the               

surrounding area to search for underground        

services that may not be shown on a buried services 

report. All results are recorded and photographs 

will be taken at differing intervals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boreholes  

 

The sinking of boreholes will require the use of 

auger or percussion equipment. Most rigs are 

fitted with road wheels and when folded down 

can be easily towed to site on a trailer. 

 

The rig is set up over the proposed new        

location and steel soil sample tubes are driven 

in to the ground using a 50kg hammer rotating 

on a chain over a stroke of 500mm. The     

maximum depth is typically approximately 50 

metres and their advantage over trial pits is 

that many can be sunk in a single shift to a 

greater depth. On completion of the investigation, the steel rods are          

recovered by means of the use of a probe extractor.  
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Foundations 

A range of different sub structure solutions are offered, from reinforced concrete pad , 

through to Grundomat pile foundations and helical screwed piles. Each foundation type is 

applicable to different situations dependent 

upon the ground conditions encountered and 

the geotechnical investigations report. 

 

Foundation provision is also complemented by 

further civil engineering works for: 

 UTX Installations 

 Embankment platform installations 

 Re-locatable Equipment Buildings 

(REB) 

 Driver walkways 

 Cable trough renewal or re-laying 

 

 

The list below gives a brief indication of some of the civil engineering activities available: 

 Pad foundations 

 Piled foundations 

 Screwed pile foundations 

 Driver walkways and signal post telephones 

 Telecommunication and location-case hard standing areas 

 Cable trough installation 

 REB installation 

 Embankment platforms 

 Under Track Crossings (UTX) 

 Retaining walls and Reinforced Earth 

 Chemi-anchoring expertise 
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Structure 

Installation 

Collis Civil Engineering also specialises in the installation of railway structures. 

Our Project Engineers are highly experienced in project management, and offer a 

full range of skills to install large structures such as gantries, cantilevers, signal 

structures, location platforms and semaphore structures. 

 

Project Management, including possession planning and management, is         

offered. 

 

The expertise of supplying steel structures from Collis Engineering Ltd, combined 

with our specialist foundation design and installation service provision and  

structure  installation from our Civil Engineering Division ensures that the Signal 

House Group can provide a complete design, supply and installation service 

‘under one roof’.  

 

Recent project successes for Collis Civil Engineering include structure installation 

at Gravesend, St. Pancras to Sheffield LSI, Sundon, Gosberton and North          

Staffordshire.  
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Structure     

Refurbishment 

Typically, signalling structures have been designed with a life of around 40 years. Over 

the life of that structure it is likely to see a host of changes in standards – be that via 

the British Standards for wind loading (BS6399), changes to Railway Group or Network 

Rail Standards or changes to H.S.E or H.M.R.I guidance. It is uneconomical to assume 

that every change in standards and health and safety legislation should result in old 

structures being replaced for new. 

 

Collis Civil Engineering has seen an upturn in activity regarding modernisation of old 

structures for health & safety purposes. Typically, such work has included the supply 

and installation of new ladders, hand railing, non-slip flooring complete with toe 

boards, replacement OLE nettings, refurbishment of dropper cages, including new    

ladders, backboards, flooring and netting. By replacing these items and then offering 

our additional site painting expertise, the signals on the structure can be maintained in 

a safe with the asset life being extended. 

 

Again a full turnkey service is provided from initial site surveys and report                  

recommendations, through to design, supply, and  installation of the new required 

parts and repainting of the complete structure by our ICATS approved painters. 
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Case Study — Dawlish Gantry 

Collis Civil Engineering undertook a challenging and unique refurbishment on gantry 

E19 at Dawlish Warren, Devon. The nature of the refurbishment meant only the 

boom section of the structure required replacement as the legs were still in good 

condition, this required a full structural assessment of the existing structure and 

foundation.  

This unconventional project required millimetre perfect accuracy as the new boom 

had to fit perfectly with the pre-existing bolts. Nevertheless, Collis completed the 

project without issue, on time and within budget. 
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Case Study — Mid Calder 

Collis Engineering and Signal House were contracted to supply structures and signals for the 

Mid Calder scheme. 

Collis Engineering were contracted to design and manufacture four Hinged Lightweight     

Signal Posts to support a mixture of LED colour light signals and banner  repeater signals. 

There was an additional requirement for a traditional ergonomic signal post. 

Signal House were contracted to Supply three 3 aspect LED colour light signals and one 4  

aspect colour light signal.  

The project was completed on time and to budget. 
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Case Study — Droitwich Mechanical Signals 

Collis Civil Engineering were contracted by Network Rail to undertake the 

refurbishment and replacement of a number of mechanical signals at     

Droitwich Spa. 

Structure DS71 has been replaced and relocated to allow for better visibility 

for the drivers. DS9/DS11 undertook a full refurbishment consisting of a new 

working platform, hand railing and access ladders. 

As part of the refurbishment DS9/DS11 was fully re-painted. The new steel 

work and paint ensures the life expectancy of this structure has been         

extended for many years.  

All works undertaken were completed on time and to budget. 
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SH Lighting works in partnership with Glamox Luxo, a world renowned lighting company, to 
supply international ATEX approved LED lights.  
  
The approved LED tubes — which have been tested and approved to be categorised as   
explosion proof — are supplied and fixed into an ATEX approved Glamox housing. 
  
S H Lighting have supplied these LED tubes to Glamox, for use in the oil and gas industry 
and for final fixing into new oil and gas exploration ships being built in Korea.   
  
The above picture shows the first vessel supplied. The Stena Drillmax Ice, which was        
ultimately delivered to Hyundai in Korea.  
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